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Abstract

This study investigates the differences between individualism-collectivism and consumer behaviour in relation to automobile purchases. In this study the author looked at several stages of the consumer decision-making process and identified the possible differences between individualist and collectivist consumers and how it influences purchase decision. Based on a sample of 211 respondents from individualist (Australian-born) and collectivist (Asian-born) backgrounds, an established scale (Cultural Values Scale: Singelis, Triandis, Bhawuk, & Gelfand, 1995) was used to confirm the cultural values among the participants, if the respondents are aligned with the particular group (i.e. Asian-born with collectivism and Australian-born with individualism). Hypotheses were tested using independent sample t-test. Results found that there were no differences in individualism observed between Australian-born and Asian-born respondents; however, there were differences in collectivism observed between these two groups, such that Asian-born participants scored higher on collectivism. Results also found that Asian-born consumers are more brand conscious and involve a number of family/friends in their decision making. In contrast Australian-born consumers do not believe in group decision making and uses internet as the most important source of information. The findings will provide insight into how automobile companies could position themselves with respect to their marketing strategies in different cultural settings.
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1. Introduction

Culture is a powerful force in regulating human behaviour. It consists of a common set of behaviour patterns that are transmitted and maintained by the members of a particular society through various means (Arnolds & Thompson, 2005). For example, members within the same culture have similarities of language (Lee, 2000), pattern instruction (Kelley & Wendt, 2002) and imitation (Barney, 1986), and they share the same values (Hofstede, 2001). These values are likely to affect consumer behaviour and set the choice of criteria used by individual consumers.

Cultural values are the vehicles which carry culturally-determined knowledge from one generation to another; that is, they are the form in which culture is stored and expressed (Mourali, Laroche, & Pons, 2005). These values are socialised into a particular group and are passed on to the next generation (Triandis, 1995). As a result, values persist over time and, therefore, may have an influence on the way consumers behave. This further influences the choices that individuals make regarding consumer decisions from everyday products to major or important purchases (Luna & Gupta, 2001).

There is hardly any aspect of life that cultural values do not affect (Mourali et al., 2005). The cultural value system includes cultural elements that people have in common with the group to which they belong, as well as idiosyncratic values unique to that individual (Luna & Gupta, 2001). Societal culture, as well as regional subculture and familial values, all influence the formation of an individual’s cultural values. Thus, from the beginning of an individual’s existence, he/she experiences the benefits and restrictions of a particular culture, and those benefits and restrictions may become a major influence upon consumers’ purchasing decisions (de Mooij, 2010). For example, some cultures have a general trait of caution towards new experiences. Consumers from these cultural backgrounds are more likely to rely on traditional values (Manrai, Lascu, Manrai, & Babb, 2001), which means, first of all, that they learn through observation rather than immediately purchasing new or innovative products. This approach creates limitations in terms of product preferences or choices (Leo, Bennett,
& Hartel, 2005). Cultural value differences among consumers may cause difficulties for researchers in understanding consumer behaviour in a multicultural environment.

However, culture is generally accepted by marketing researchers as one of the most important underlying determinants of consumer behaviour (de Mooij, 2010). Marketing researchers have previously used cultural dimensions, for example, individualism-collectivism, to measure the impact of cultural values in consumer behaviour research (see Luna & Gupta, 2001). Previous studies include cultural differences in consumer complaint behaviour (Liu & McClure, 2001), consumer innovativeness (Steenkamp, 2001), consumer retailing (de Mooij & Hofstede, 2002) and impulse buying (Kacen & Lee, 2002). The use of individualism-collectivism for measuring cultural values is, therefore, a key concept that has been successfully used in cross-cultural marketing research (Bond et al., 2004).

With so much emphasis on individualism-collectivism in cross-cultural marketing research, it is surprising to note that there is very little information regarding the influence of individualism-collectivism when buying high involvement products (Luna & Gupta, 2001). In more general terms, research has shown that culture may act as an intention inhibitor in relation to high involvement purchases (Henry, 1976). Therefore, it may be reasonable to assume that commonly held individualism-collectivism values can shape (to some extent) the choice of what is or is not valued among specific products. These values may lead to different product choices being made by individuals within these two cultural groups of individualism and collectivism (Doran, 2002). If this relationship between individualism-collectivism and high involvement purchases can be demonstrated, then culture can become an even more useful and valuable marketing tool (Manrai & Manrai, 1996; Jung & Sung, 2008). This study aims to achieve this by investigating individualist and collectivist consumers’ values which influence their purchase behaviour. In this study the author has looked at in several stages of consumer decision-making process in relation to automobile purchases, which may help marketing practitioners to communicate with potential and current consumers within these cultural groups.

2. The Effect of Individualism-Collectivism on Consumer Behaviour

Hofstede’s work (1980, 1983, 1984, & 2001) has established that the United States, Australia, the United Kingdom (UK) and other Western countries cluster toward the individualist end of the continuum, whilst India, Pakistan, Thailand, Hong Kong, China and other Asian countries cluster toward the collectivist end (Hofstede, 2001). According to Hofstede (2001), every national population shares a national culture. ‘National culture’ is the only culture within a nation, culturally distinguishing the population of one nation from the population of another. McSweeney (2002) critiqued Hofstede’s model of national cultural differences, arguing that assumption of equating nation with culture provided a limited representation of culture. McSweeney suggested that alternative conceptions of culture should consider multiple, non-national influencing factors. Perhaps the most significant alternative view to Hofstede’s national culture to have emerged is the view that cultural dimensions such as individualism and collectivism operate in all societies, and individualistic and collectivistic tendencies can be found within any given culture at different levels (Triandis, 1995). While Hofstede’s view suggests that Eastern cultures are collectivistic and Western cultures are individualistic, the alternative view suggests that Easterners and Westerners do not necessarily differ from one another on these dimensions.

However, the interaction between individualism-collectivism and consumer behaviour is an exciting phenomenon for cross-cultural consumer behaviour researchers to observe (Leo et al., 2005). Cross-cultural researchers have recognised culture as one of the most influential determinants of consumer behaviour (Cleveland & Chang, 2009). Consumers’ cultural background not only shapes their needs and wants, but also influences the way marketing strategies are developed to target market behaviours, attitudes and preferences (Venkatesh, 1995). This influence is displayed in the variation in strategies marketers use when targeting buyers in different cultural contexts. For example, in collectivist societies, the focus of advertising is upon status, symbolism, prestige and also on family or in-group benefits (de Mooij, 2004). However, in individualist societies the focus is on features such as design and performance (Farhangmehr & Shoham, 2006). Individualist consumers are more interested in knowing about the capabilities of the product before they purchase, as opposed to collectivists who rely a great deal on other factors for decision-making such as status and symbolism (Dhar, 2007). However, the way in which these factors influence consumers’ purchasing decisions in individualist and collectivist cultures has not been extensively studied (Latvin & Kar, 2007). Therefore, in order to effectively communicate with consumers in these cultural groups, research focusing on the connection between culture and consumer behaviour is needed (Luna & Gupta, 2001).

Previous studies indicated that individualism-collectivism is likely to affect consumer behaviour and, as such, marketing communication messages need to be developed on the basis of these effects. This means the
communication techniques selected could differ according to cultural background (Luna & Gupta, 2001). As discussed above, in terms of decision-making, collectivist consumers are likely to focus on family and in-group benefits. On the other hand, individualist consumers are likely give priority to personal benefits over communal benefits or interests. In terms of decision-making, collectivist consumers are likely to rely a great deal on external information sources, such as family and friends, whilst individualist consumers base decisions upon information gathered through personal experiences (Doran, 2002). Therefore, it is important to identify which types of information sources are more preferable for targeting individualist and collectivist consumers. Previous studies have not examined the importance of information sources in consumer decision-making (Luna & Gupta, 2001), such as what type of information sources individualist and collectivist consumers prefer when they are making high involvement purchases like automobiles. Research into this area could help to provide an understanding of how to best communicate within the cultural dimensions of individualism and collectivism.

Since cultural dimensions such as individualism-collectivism are a major determinant of a variety of attitudes and behaviours (Healey, Bradley, & Mukherjee, 2004), they are considered to have a strong influence on the types of needs consumers attempt to satisfy through their purchase and consumption behaviour (Tse, Belk, & Zhou, 1989). Consumers from individualist and collectivist backgrounds develop different types of needs, which are reflected in the way they prioritise the product attributes which influence their buying behaviour (Gregory & Munch, 1996). As a consequence, preferences for product attributes such as brand or quality across these two cultural groups may not be the same (Vinson, 1997). For example, in individualist cultures, consumers may prefer particular brands or products because those products provide expected functional benefits. Individualist consumers are not really worried about social status or prestige when they make purchasing decisions; they are more likely to focus on the performance of the product. By comparison, in collectivist cultures, consumers may prefer particular brands/products because those products can be used for symbolic purposes which are important within their culture. Collectivist consumers may purchase products that represent status, or that reassert their similarity to members of their reference group, while individualist consumers may purchase products that differentiate them from referent others (Aaker & Maheswaren, 1997). In terms of automobile purchases, individualist consumers are likely to choose power and better performance over prestige or brand, whereas collectivist consumers may choose high-priced automobiles due to the associated status and prestige element (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998). In addition, consumers may even draw on cultural values when searching/collecting information with regard to high involvement product purchases.

In collectivist cultures, it is expected that one will involve family and friends in the information search process (Doran, 2002). For example, in the situation of buying an automobile, consumers from collectivist cultures may seek the opinions of others regarding what information to collect and which types of sources are valuable to use. They are likely to first consult with their colleagues, friends and families, and to consider their advice or opinions before collecting information. They may also consider advice from friends and family in terms of which information sources are likely to be reliable such as magazines, word of mouth, spending time with dealers and test driving, to complete the information search process. As a whole, consumers from collectivist cultures may look for social approval from others, especially for highly visible or high involvement purchase like automobiles (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998).

In contrast, since individualism is mainly reflected in being independent from others and being in control of one’s surrounding environment, consumers from individualist cultures may be less likely to rely on others for example family members, peers and social groups in their purchase decisions. Individualist consumers rely on internal knowledge based on their personal experience, and seek out new experiences to expand upon that knowledge (Doran, 2002). They are less likely to rely on other people’s opinions. For example, in terms of automobile purchases, they may spend a large amount of time looking at websites or speak to several dealers and test-drive several cars to extend their internal knowledge through their own personal experience. They are likely to utilise a much greater variety of patterns of information source rather than relying on friends and family. Friends and family might make suggestions, but decisions are made individually. To be more specific, the final decision might involve consultation with friends or family, but the purchaser usually feels that the decision is their own (Green, Deschamps, & Paez, 2005). These variations in consumer information preferences might be utilised in marketing communication to create a more effective message when targeting consumers from these two different cultural backgrounds.

In summary, researchers, together with marketing practitioners, need to acknowledge cultural differences in order to better understand the consumer behaviour of individualist and collectivist consumers. Marketers also need to develop their strategies in terms of consumers’ product involvement, for example, high and low (Mittal, 1995). Consumers’ purchasing behaviour for high involvement purchase situations such as automobiles is
different from low involvement purchase situations such as candy. High involvement purchases, such as automobiles, may be considered by consumers to reflect a particular image or social status (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998) and this embedded symbolic meaning may influence consumers’ purchasing decisions (Radder & Huang, 2006). However, these symbolic meanings could differ according to consumers’ cultural backgrounds (Luna and Gupta, 2001). Research has shown that consumers from different cultures vary in terms of the way they perceive brands (Radder & Huang, 2006), for example, regarding the attributes they associate with those brands in their memories. Images and symbolic meanings attached to brands are shaped by a local society/culture in which the social values of a brand might vary greatly based on collective ideas about the brand (Jung & Sung, 2005). For example, the symbolic meaning is likely to be different for individualist and collectivist consumers because of the differences in their cultural backgrounds, influencing high involvement decision-making for products such as automobiles. Despite the high level of interest in cross-cultural consumer behaviour research, there are very few or if any studies that have used automobiles as a high involvement purchase to identify the effect of cultural background, for example, individualism-collectivism on consumers’ purchase decisions. As mentioned above, more research is needed in this area to investigate how cultural background affects in certain areas of consumers’ decision-making process for high involvement purchases.

3. Consumer Decision-Making Process for High Involvement Purchases

In the context of making a high involvement purchase, consumers are usually aware of all the positives and negatives of each choice in terms of brand, quality, price and innovation (Mittal, 1995). Consumers attempt to forecast the outcome of each option in order to determine which is best for that particular situation so that they may make a reasoned decision. Consumers’ decision-making for high involvement purchases such as automobiles consists of a sequential process involving problem recognition, information search, brand evaluation and selection, purchase and post-purchase (Punj, 1987). The influence of cultural dimensions, such as individualism-collectivism in several stages of the decision-making process, is presented and illustrated diagrammatically (see below, Figure 1). The aim of this section is to identify the influence that cultural background has upon individualist and collectivist automobile consumers in several stages of their consumer decision-making process.

3.1 Automobile Purchase Decision: A Complex Problem Solving Situation

Previous studies have stated that consumer decision-making for an automobile purchase is a complex problem solving process (Quester et al., 2007). This is reflected in automobile purchase situations. These situations are likely to be characterised by (a) active information seeking about various brands (Peterson & Merino, 2003), (b) major comparison of product attributes (Radder & Huang, 2006), (c) special preferences for a particular brand, such as brand loyalty (Dholakia, 2001) and (d) choices that are likely to be made with a high degree of awareness (Greenleaf & Lehmann, 2005). For example, consumers usually require knowledge and preparation, such as an extensive information search, to learn about the product, and enough time to process and evaluate the available information so as to reach an appropriate automobile purchase decision (Bosnjak & Rudolph, 2010).

Several models of consumer decision-making processes have been used in marketing research (see, for example, Nicosia model 1966; Howard-Sheth 1969; Engel et al., 1995; Sheth, Mittal, & Newman, 1999; Neal, Quester, & Hawkins, 2000). However, this study has adapted the model of Neal et al., (2000) to identify the cultural influences for automobile decision-making process (see below, Figure 1).
3.2 Neal, Quester and Hawkins (2000) Model

Neal et al., (2000) model has been used in previous studies regarding the decision-making process in high involvement purchases (Okumus, Okumus, & McKercher, 2007). This model was found to be effective due to its thorough five-stage (problem recognition, information search, evaluation and selection, purchase and post-purchase) explanation of the high involvement decision-making process (Quester et al., 2007). Moreover, the model illustrates that psychological variables, such as society and culture, are likely to have certain influences on consumers’ attitudes and needs when they make decisions to purchase (Anurit, Newman, & Chansarkar, 1998). The existence of a cultural influence factor in the model makes it an effective cross-cultural behaviour study tool, especially in the comparison between East and West (Okumus et al., 2007). The model of the consumer decision-making process shown in Figure 1 is described below within the context of automobile purchases. The following discussion is based on the shaded areas (see figure 1) of cultural influence, information search, evaluation and selection and purchase situation.
4. Hypotheses Development: Cultural Influences and Automobile Purchase Situation

Consumer decision-making processes include the main aspects of information search, evaluation and selection and purchase behaviour (Grewal, Cline, & Davies, 2003). This section looks at how these stages are related to the situation of automobile purchase and how cultural dimensions such as individualism and collectivism influence consumer decision-making within these three stages of the Neal et al., (2000) model.

4.1 Information Search

The information search involves an active search for information that is appropriate to the decision being made. The information search can be divided into the categories of internal and external, and both of these types of search are utilised by consumers for automobile purchases (Peterson & Merino, 2003). The internal information search is memory-based and relies on the consumer’s experience with the product, based on their previous information search activity (Sheth et al., 1999). An external or active information search is concerned with obtaining new information to assist in the making of the purchase decision, because the consumer feels that he/she does not have enough existing information with which to make an informed choice (Schmidt & Spreng, 1996).

In addition, it is also important to mention that cultural dimensions, such as individualism and collectivism, may influence the pattern of information searches individual consumers are likely to follow (Piron, 2000). For example, collectivist consumers’ information searches are likely to focus on friends, family and reference groups as sources of information. In contrast, individualist consumers are less likely to rely on the opinion of others. They are more likely to rely on information they have collected by themselves such as relying a great deal on internet and dealer (Doran, 2002).

Despite the influence that cultural background has in consumer information searches, many previous studies seem to have ignored this aspect (de Mooj, 2004). For example, Bloch & Richins (1986) looked at a variety of potential determinants, motives and outcomes of both pre-purchase behaviour and the ongoing search, such as income and occupation, but did not look at any cultural differences in the information search (Doran, 2002).

However, there are some basic differences between individualist and collectivist consumers’ information searches and usage which could be considered because those differences may be the reason for consumers’ variation in product preferences (Doran, 2002). In terms of collecting information for automobile purchases, individualists may speak to more dealers or even test-drive several cars to extend their internal knowledge through their personal experience. In contrast, collectivists may speak to fewer dealers and are likely to rely more on the opinions of their friends and family. These different patterns of information searches may be the reason for consumers from different cultural groups choosing different brands of automobiles (Schmidt & Spreng, 1996).

\( H_{1a} \): There is a significant relationship between cultural background and the number of family members and friends involved in the automobile purchasing decision. Collectivist consumers involve more family members/friends than individualist consumers.

\( H_{1b} \): Collectivist consumers rate dealers as ‘less important’ source of information than individualist consumers in relation to automobile purchases.

\( H_{1c} \): Individualist consumers rely on internet as the most important source of information.

4.2 Evaluation and Selection

Once the consumer has gathered the appropriate information, he/she is likely to assess the automobiles based on a range of evaluative criteria. The evaluation and selection stage is one of the most complex aspects of the decision-making process because of the wide variety of criteria (Bauer, Sauer, & Becker, 2006). Evaluative criteria may vary according to product type (Mittal, 1995). Evaluative criteria for high involvement products or automobile purchases are the various features that consumers consider such as brand (Lockshin, Spawton, & McIntosh, 1997), price (Lichtenstein, Block, & Black, 1988), quality (Prendergast & Wong, 2003), brand loyalty (Bloemer & Kasper, 2003), prestige (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999) and innovation (Raju, 1980). Consumers’ evaluation and selection processes may be the result of their emotional desires, which drive consumers to select products that fulfil specific and particular needs (Tsang & Prendergast, 2009).

Consumers need, can be a result how society portrays values in consumers mind. Consumers in different country/culture are expected to be different in terms of the way they perceive international brands, e.g. attributes they associate with those brands in their memories. It is because images and symbolic meanings attached to brands are shaped by a local society/culture where economic and social values of a brand might vary greatly based on collective ideas about the brand (Jung & Sung, 2005). For example, collectivist societies have a
tendency to appreciate imported brands more than their own products/brands (Watson & Wright, 2000). English tea, French perfume, German cars, Chinese silk, and Japanese electronics are their interests (Triandis, 1995) because they are expensive and stylish. Thus, they purchase expensive brands as a means of earning high social status (Dhar, 2007). Driving an imported car in some collectivist countries creates an image of prestige and is a symbol of high status. Collectivists may purchase a car not just to satisfy themselves but society as a whole. In an early study, Nagashima (1970) noted the fact that wealthy people in Japan bought German cars, as these were associated with high social recognition and status.

However, imported and popular brands are used to convey different meanings to individualist consumers. Brands generally help individualist consumers to reduce time spent on decision-making as the attributes associated with the brands are already familiar (Manari et al., 2001). This also reduces the risk involved in purchase decisions for individualist consumers. For example, brands like Volvo convey meanings of safety, and brands like Holden and Ford convey meanings relating to performance. In individualist cultures brands may be chosen as a risk reduction/minimizing strategy such that certain brands are associated with particular attributes and are therefore associated with less risk.

$H_2$: There is a significant relationship between cultural background and brand ratings. Collectivist consumers perceive European brands, for example, BMW, Mercedes and Volvo, to be superior to Ford, Holden, and Toyota.

4.3 Purchase

The purchase stage, in terms of buying automobiles, is the culmination of the decision-making process (Tsang & Prendergast, 2009). Having completed the information search and fulfilled the evaluation and selection criteria, consumers usually purchase the automobile in a transaction involving giving money to acquire the rights to the product (Yoo & Donthu, 2002). Although culture is an important influence in the stages leading up to purchase, it has little bearing in the final transaction (Kim, Forsythe, Gu, & Moon, 2002).

However, consumers may choose particular products/brands not only because these products provide the functional or performance benefits expected, but also because products can be used to express consumers’ cultural backgrounds/values, personality, social status or affiliation (symbolic purposes). Consumer needs to be fulfilled through consumption of particular products or brands, however, vary considerably with the socio-economic and cultural differences among consumer markets. Consumers’ product choice and preference for a particular product or brand are generally affected by very complex social influences (Kim et al., 2002). For example, collectivist consumers are prestige conscious and, therefore, they tend to focus more on perceived prestige in their purchase decisions. They are highly likely to choose products with apparent prestige, even when they are more expensive than other options.

$H_3$: Collectivist consumers buy more expensive automobiles than individualist consumers.

5. Research Methodology

5.1 Research Design and Method

The research uses quantitative methods for example self-administered questionnaires. The sampling frame is individualist (i.e. Australian-born) and collectivist (i.e. Asian-born) who have purchased an automobile in the past 12 months. This sampling frame was selected on the basis that participants needed to be able to answer questions about their consumer behaviour in relation to purchasing an automobile; 12 months was expected to be a reasonable time frame for recalling purchase behaviour (Park & Kim, 2003). The sampling technique was purposive sampling; the researcher specified the characteristics of the population of interest (individualist and collectivist consumers who had purchased a car within the last 12 months) and then located individuals who matched the needed characteristics. The researcher then located 100 people per cultural grouping (e.g. individualism and collectivism) who met the inclusion criteria and were willing to participate and included them in the research study. Participants were recruited via 12 dealerships in Melbourne. To improve response rates, participants were provided with reply paid envelopes to return their completion questionnaires. Participants consisted of 211 men (46.5%) and women (53.5%) from individualist (Australian-born) or collectivist (Asian-born) backgrounds that had purchased a car within the last 12 months. Out of 422 surveys that were distributed for this study, 222 were returned, of which 11 incomplete surveys were discarded. These ten incomplete surveys were discarded because more than 10% of the results were missing values. For thorough estimates and analyses, only those surveys that were filled out correctly and completely were used for this study (49% of the total distribution).
5.2 Measurement

The study measures were selected for the purpose of examining whether there are cross-cultural differences in various stages of consumer decision-making process. The questionnaire was divided into the following four sections:

5.2.1 Demographic Questions

Participants were asked to provide information about their age, citizenship, country of birth (Asian-born participants only), gender, education, first spoken language, household income, length of time in Australia (Asian-born participants only), marital status, number of children under 18, and parents’ country of birth.

5.2.2 Cultural Values Scale (CVS)

The Cultural Values Scale (CVS; Singelis et al., 1995) is an established scale consisting of 32 statements that measure individualist and collectivist cultural values. Participants rated their agreement/disagreement with each statement on a 7-point scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (7). A sample item is, “My happiness depends very much on the happiness of those around me”. The CVS consists of 2 subscales and each has 16 items; (a) Individualism and (b) Collectivism. The reason to use cultural values scale is to measure/confirm the cultural values among the respondents from two different cultural backgrounds, which means if the respondents are aligned with the particular group (i.e. Asian with collectivism and Australian with individualism).

5.2.3 Questions on Driving History

This set of questions was asked of participants to find out the price of the car, make of car or the brand participants have purchased to compare between individualist and collectivist consumers’ automobile purchase behaviour. Participants were also asked how long ago they purchased their car because for the purpose of this study the respondents were only included if they purchased no longer than twelve months ago. Response format was a mixture of ‘fill in the blank’ and ‘tick the most appropriate alternative’.

5.2.4 External Influences on Consumer Decision-Making

Participants supplied information about (potential) external influences on consumer decision making when purchasing a car. These factors included perceived importance of dealers, number of dealers consulted, time spent with dealers, number of cars test driven, time spent on research, perceived importance of family and friends, and number of family/friends consulted. The response format for these questions was ‘tick the most appropriate alternative’. In addition, participants rated the relative importance of different information sources (e.g., dealers, internet, magazines, TV ads, word of mouth) on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 = “very unimportant” to 7 = “very important”).

6. Results

6.1 Individualist and Collectivist Value Differences

Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations for individualism and collectivism within each cultural group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural Background</th>
<th>Australian-born</th>
<th>Asian-born</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualism</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivism</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An independent samples t-test was performed, with country of birth (Australia versus Asia) as the independent variable and individualism and collectivism as the dependent variables. Results indicated that Asians scored significantly higher than Australians on collectivism, t (192.042) = -7.045, p <.001 (mean difference = .766). However, there was no difference for individualism, t (200) = .14, p = .89.
To test for differences in the demographic characteristics of the two groups (due to sampling), chi-square tests were performed with country of birth as the independent variable and age, gender, education, marital status, income and number of years driving as the dependent variables (Bonferroni adjustment was used to correct for Type 1 error). Results revealed that Australian-born and Asian-born consumers differed on the following demographic variables: age $\chi^2(5) = 25.81, p < .001$, education $\chi^2(5) = 36.61, p < .001$ and sex $\chi^2(6) = 26.37, p < .001$. Demographic variables that significantly differed between the groups and were correlated with the consumer decision-making styles were subsequently controlled (included as covariates) in the hypotheses testing analyses.

6.2 Hypothesis Testing Analyses

6.2.1 Hypothesis 1

H1a: Results showed a significant difference between individualist and collectivist consumer groups in relation to number of family/friends are involved in decision-making, $t(199) = -3.77, p < .001$ (mean difference = 0.54), with collectivist participants (Asian-born) scored higher than individualist (Australian-born) participants. As predicted collectivist participants involved a large/more number of family and friends in their decision-making than individualist consumers. Therefore, H1a was supported.

H1b: A comparison of the ‘importance of dealers’ between the two groups found no significant differences; $t(199) = .759, p > .05$. Therefore, H1b was not supported.

H1c: Results showed a significant difference between these two consumer groups for important source of information, $t(199) = 3.61, p < .001$ (mean difference = 0.59), with individualist participants scored higher than collectivist participants. As predicted, individualist participants rely on internet as the most important source of information. Therefore, H1c was supported.

6.2.2 Hypothesis 2

A comparison of perceived brand ratings between the two groups indicated that collectivist participants rated the brand quality of BMW $t(197.38) = 2.32, p < .005$ (mean difference = .316) and Mercedes $t(200) = 2.69, p < .005$ (mean difference = .363) more highly than did individualist participants.

Individualist participants rated Ford $t(200) = 2.32, p < .005$ (mean difference = .313) more highly than collectivist participants. Therefore, H2 was supported.

However, there were no other significant differences in brand quality ratings between the groups: Volvo $t(200) = .40, p > .05$; Holden $t(180.74) = 1.16, p > .05$; and Toyota $t(200) = 1.10, p > .05$.

6.2.3 Hypothesis 3

There was no significant difference between the groups in terms of buying expensive automobiles; $t(199) = -.979, p > .05$. Therefore, H3 was not supported.

7. Discussion and Managerial Implications

The research investigates how cultural background such as individualism and collectivism affects in certain areas of consumers’ decision-making process for high involvement purchases. The results of this study showed that hypotheses H1a, H1c, and H2 were supported.

Results revealed that Asian-born consumers rely heavily on friends and family as the most important source of information. Other sources of information Asian-born consumers’ use include television advertisements, newspapers, billboards and magazines (Doran, 2002). Therefore, marketers need to be aware of this situation and provide similar, or even the same, types of information/messages by using these above-mentioned sources to communicate with Asian-born consumers, so that they do not become confused. The information/messages could include less information on mechanical and innovative features of the automobiles. It is not that Asian-born consumers do not want to know about these features, but the first impression they are likely to prefer is that which emphasises the prestige of the automobile.

The research also revealed that Asian-born consumers are brand conscious and perceive European brands, for example, BMW and Mercedes, to be superior. Asian-born consumers may be looking for social approval from others, especially when making highly visible or high involvement purchases such as automobiles. Therefore, companies need to have this in mind and try to promote their automobiles for Asian-born consumers with strategies that highlight the significance of status and prestige. Marketing messages/information for Asian-born consumers could focus heavily on the social approval and high prestige which consumers can gain by purchasing automobiles. In relation to communicating with Asian-born consumers, automobile companies need
to use Dealers as an important source of information. Dealers could be trained (or from the same cultural background, if possible) to spend time explaining product features and benefits in full with Asian-born consumers and their friends and family members whom they are likely to bring along before making the final decision to purchase. This could be a successful approach, if followed when developing strategies for Asian-born consumers.

The research showed that Australian-born consumers use internet as most preferred information source. Therefore, in terms of communicating with Australian-born consumers, marketers might utilise the internet as a promotion or communication technique for distributing automobile information and to emphasise the cutting edge, innovative aspects of their products.

Finally, given that these differences cannot be explained in terms of variation between the two groups on individualism and collectivism, an explanation might be found in other sources of systematic variation between the two groups. For example, variation in language, religion, spending power, or attitudes/beliefs could account for the present findings (Kang & Kim, 1998). Research showed that Asian-born consumers prefer a nonverbal, literal message which may explain the reason their evaluation and selection criteria is different from Australian-born consumers and identification of this criterion is crucial for automobile marketers. However, these are avenues for future research.

8. Limitations

This research could not conclude that the differences between individualist and collectivist consumers are unique to high involvement purchases. Future research might compare consumer’s purchase behaviour for several situations within the same study, for example, low and high involvement purchases. In addition, an approach involving high and low involvement purchase decisions would further enhance both theoretical and practical understanding of shopping behaviour in different cultures (Blodgett, Bakir, & Bashir, 2008). In this research, participants were asked to describe/rate consumers’ behavioural approach which was taken in relation to automobile purchases retrospectively. Respondents had purchased a car within the last twelve months. However, twelve months is quite a long lag for respondents to remember every detail about their purchase decisions. Therefore, future research should follow consumers during the actual purchase process, in real time, to deliver more accurate results.

In this research, there were no differences found in individualism observed between Australian-born and Asian-born respondents, however there were differences in collectivism observed between Australian-born and Asian-born respondents, such that Asian-born respondents scored higher on collectivism. While there were some differences in the consumer behaviour of Australian-born versus Asian-born respondents, these differences were not accounted for by the cultural value dimensions of individualism and collectivism. Future research could involve other cultural dimensions, such as masculine-feminine, power distance and long-term and short-term orientations, to distinguish their influences in consumer decision-making styles for automobile purchases.

The research did not highlight the possible cultural differences in post purchase behavioural stage. Given that automobile is a high involvement purchase situation and therefore post purchase behaviour is an important criteria for consumers to choose their preferable brands. Future research should consider this stage so to identify the reasoned decision made by consumers from these two different cultural groups.

9. Conclusions

Marketing communication messages may influence consumers’ purchase decisions through recognising the cultural differences that have discussed previously. Since Asian-born consumers generally give preference to group goals over individual goals or interests, it may be more effective for marketers to communicate with them at a group-level rather than at an individual level. For instance, marketing messages could be developed more in terms of family and social/cultural values which emphasise group-consensus appeals, family ties and family security. Appeals such as “working together” and “it is so good that you want to share it with others” are particularly popular in these societies. On the other hand, for Australian-born consumers messages might be developed more in terms of functional or performance benefits.
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